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”Easy-E”*
Easy and fast installation – tips for architects.
When thinking about window surroundings equipped with Easy-E system we
have to design details for proper wall opening. We need to decide which solution
according to wall structure will be most effective from technical and thermal point of
view. Please consider following tips related to cills, jambs and heads.
1. Sill solution.
Sill is a first element which will be installed in complete window surrounding. Among
other aspects (like decorative) most important to consider are thermal bridge, water
drainage and weight transfer.
1.1 Thermal bridge
Most recommended from thermal point of view is positioning a window closer to
external surface of a wall rather than to internal. Because of that external cills are
narrower/shallower than internal. In order to avoid thermal bridge effect cill can
not break thermal insulation of a wall. Therefore we suggest following solutions:
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A – Window opening is higher by apx high of sill (Situation A and B) + glue
thickness min 1cm. Generally sill without stools are min 50mm high. Stooled sills
are usually 65mm or 140mm high (MF-Cill B65 /-140). Please remember that
space under internal sill will also be bigger. This solution is mostly used when wall
is made from ceramic blocks.
B – same as A, but in ICF,
C – most recommended for ICF technology. Use more EPS at least same as high
of sill (more EPS). If we plan to use 65mm high sill then total EPS thickness
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should be 50+65+10=125mm. Just before installation this EPS will be removed
and sill placed. Solution “C” excludes thermal bridge effect and guarantees proper
space for internal sill.
Solutions A & B are possible before window order, after openings are ready and
walls built, solution C is possible on design stage, before walls and openings are
built.
1.2 Water drainage
Cills are usually designed to place them 10mm deep under window. In order to
secure proper drainage we recommend to use sealant in all gaps. Use neutral
silicone for natural stone in order to avoid fluorescence. Sills with stool have slope
for drainage. Rarely used flat sills (50mm) should be positioned under slight
angle.
Sanitary silicones used in bathrooms, containing acids, are NOT recommended.
1.3 Weight transfer
Sills commonly transfer weigh, especially while window cleaning. This excludes
screw technology from use. Sills should be firmly positioned on cement glues, so
whole surface transfers weight uniformly and proportionally. In some cases it may
be stainless steel enforcement required.
Recommended are white cement glues or containing trass cement in order to
avoid fluorescence, for example Dyckerhoff Sopro 455 or similar.
1.4 Sill dimensions
Sills can be made on request
on specified dimensions. This
can be important when as a
external wall finish render is
used.
When as a render finish brick
slips are used, we then
suggest to use sill has 65 or
140mm (MF-Cill65 / -140).
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2. Jamb solution.
In case of jamb solution crucial is distance between bolt and the edge of opening.
Drilling and placing bolt close to the edge can cause crack, especially when bolts are
using nylon/polythene/polyvinyl plugs delivering circularly expanding pressure. In
such situation recommended are other fixings types, like:
-chemical fixing unsing resin: Fisher FIC V, /-EM or other,
-screw anchors with external stud: Wurth W-ST, Fisher F-BS or other similar.
In such case there are important wall material and distance to the edge. It is
important to ask fixing supplier (or wall material producer) for information about
correct fixing close to the edge. These distances are visible especially between
concrete, ceramic blocks and light cellular blocks – breeze.
In our catalogues all weights of elements are specified, this allows to calculate proper
fixing for specific wall structure. Please note that generally every jamb is hanged on 2
bolts, so its weight is divided by 2 fixing points.
Main force is directed alongside to the opening.
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Please study following drawings giving information about distance to the edge.
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Above drawings show installation of 140 and 215mm jamb in following materials:
A- ICF system,
B- Light cellular concrete – breeze (Ytong),
C- Ceramic block with insulation.
Most important information (shown on above drawings) is that fixing window to the
wall has to be precisely made and gap smallest possible, then there is enough
material to fix to.
3. Head solutions.
Head solution is very similar to the jamb. The only thing is that in case of head there
is more space required therefore distance to the edge is smaller and main force is
directed to the edge. This situation requires to keep exact fitting and distance
allowing installation.

Hanging sequence.
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Please note, that presented here drawings are for general purposes and to give idea
about elements, which should be focused while designing and preparing window
openings in order to avoid difficult solutions. Real dimensions can vary according to
the solution and situation. Therefore we exclude any responsibility for improper
design or build without our previous acceptance.
If there are any questions please ask our agents for help.
All element’s dimensions and shapes can be modified according to specific
requirements within technological possibilities.
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